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Studying  the  interaction  of  ultrashort  pulse  lasers with  biological  tissues  and  the  corresponding
mathematical  modeling  of  possible  thermal  damage  is  of  fundamental  importance  to  the  under‐
standing  of  laser–tissue  interaction  for  advancing  surgical  application  of  lasers.  The  objective  of
this paper  is  to  review  the  existing  techniques  for  thermal  analysis  of  laser–tissue  interaction,  fo‐
cusing  on  temperature  rise  and  plasma‐mediated  ablation.  Different  laser–tissue  interaction
mechanisms  are  discussed,  and  the  existing  techniques  for  characterization  of  extent  of  damage
are  presented.  A  novel  approach  of  using  a  focused  laser  beam  from  an  ultrashort  pulse  laser
source  to  ablate  the  subcutaneous  tumors with minimal  thermal  effects  is  introduced. The  extent
of  laser‐induced  damage  is  studied  by  determining  the  space–time  expression  patterns  of  heat
shock  proteins.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Lasers offer potential applications in tumor ablation and therapies (Sajjadi et al.,
2009, 2011a,c, 2012). Techniques including laser-induced hyperthermia (Waldo
et al., 1998; Panjehpour et al., 1991; Robinson et al., 1998), laser interstitial ther-
mal therapy (LITT) (Pech et al., 2004), and laser immunotherapy (O’Neal et al.,
2004) have been developed for successful ablation of subsurface tumors. All these
techniques utilize a photothermal mechanism for tumor ablation by delivering ther-
mal energy at the tumor site. In laser-induced hyperthermia and LITT, the laser
heats both normal and tumor tissue indiscriminately, which often results in damage
and death of the surrounding healthy tissues. On the contrary, laser immuno-
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therapy utilizes selective absorption of light energy in the tumor tissue by injecting
photoabsorptive dyes at the tumor location. Even so, laser immunotherapy (as well
as LITT and laser-induced hyperthermia) traditionally utilizes continuous-wave
(CW) or long-pulse laser sources often producing heat-affected zones, which are
larger than the boundaries of the tumor. This in turn leads to collateral damage of
healthy tissue.

Recently, ultrashort pulse lasers (USP lasers), having pulse widths ranging from
picoseconds down to femtoseconds, have been used in a wide spectrum of emerg-
ing biomedical technologies including laser surgery (Anderson and Parrish, 1983;
Niemz, 1996; Bass and Treat, 1995; Anderson, 2003; Han et al., 2004; Koeing et
al., 2005; Niemz, 2003; Pal et al., 2009; Sajjadi et al., 2011c; Sajjadi et al., 2013;
Sajjadi et al., 2012; Fahey et al., 2008) and the manipulation of biological archi-
tecture and biochemistry on a microscopic scale (Vogel et al., 2005). Precise
control over the laser energy delivery is the rationale for favoring short-pulse la-
sers over continuous lasers. Short-pulse lasers induce a thermal incision with a
time course that is shorter than the thermal relaxation time of the material and
therefore minimize the thermal damage zone.

Tissue removal by using lasers, which produce minimal damage to the adjacent
structures, is the surgical goals for a number of high precision medical procedures
such as ophthalmology, dentistry, thermal therapy, and angioplasty. Among the
various therapeutic applications of lasers, minimally invasive technique of irradiat-
ing tumor has received significant attention from researchers (Mito, 1996). Laser
interaction with tissue can be categorized into several mechanisms, which include
photothermal, photomechanical (or photoacoustical), photochemical (Verena et al.,
2004), photoablation (Vogel and Venugopalan, 2003), and plasma-mediated abla-
tion (Niemz et al., 1991). The focus of this paper is to develop a minimally inva-
sive technique of tumor irradiation using the photothermal mechanism.

It has been well established that the tissues are sensitive to the temperature rise.
The thermal impact on tissue changes drastically when the temperature rise ex-
ceeds 43oC (Jeong et al., 2003). For example, in laser hyperthermia, the tempera-
ture of a pathological tissue is often elevated to be from 42oC to 45oC such that
the growth of malignant tumor can be retarded. In laser coagulation, laser beams
can cause immediate irreversible damage of pathological cells by heating them up
to above 60oC. In laser surgery, a laser beam can vaporize and cut tissues like a
scalpel when tissue temperature is heated to as high as 100oC. No matter which
medical treatment is performed, a thorough understanding of the damage distribu-
tion within both pathological tissue and the surrounding healthy tissue is impera-
tive (Zhou et al., 2007).

It has been demonstrated that a peak temperature above 60oC is required to en-
sure complete tumor necrosis without any post-treatment trauma. However, it has
been also observed that temperature required to kill the tumor tissue depends on
the exposure time. Robinson et al. (1998) have predicted that temperature eleva-
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tion to at least 56oC in 1 s or more should be sufficient for kiling cancer cells.
Thus, there is no general consensus in the literature about the exact extent of tem-
perature rise and irradiation time necessary for complete tumor ablation.

In spite of the availability of many temperature-monitoring techniques, it is not
possible to measure temperature at each and every location of the tissue. There-
fore, it is required to develop a flexible numerical model that can predict tempera-
ture of any desired location in the tissue medium. Furthermore, development of
such kind of model helps in designing new techniques that can ensure accurate
and controlled deposition of energy into the exact location in biological tissues
with minimum collateral thermal damage to the adjoining healthy tissue. Substan-
tial efforts have been made previously to develop a complete theoretical model
based on Pennes’ bio-heat transfer equation considering the inherent complexity of
the heat transfer process in tissue medium (Pennes, 1984). Such previous works
have focused on two main categories: one in which there is internal source of heat
generation such as metabolism (Welch, 1984) and the other in which an external
source of heat generation such as laser irradiation is considered (Prahl et al.,
1997). It has already been demonstrated that Penne’s bio-heat transfer model,
which accounts for laser penetration and subsequent absorption of laser energy
within the tissue, is a good approximation for predicting tissue temperature pro-
files for the case of laser irradiation of tissues (Diaz et al., 2001; Sajjadi et al.,
2008c).

McKenzie (1990) discussed a broad range of applications of the thermal re-
sponse of soft tissue to laser radiation and clearly explained the basic principles of
thermal laser–tissue interaction. The basic principles that govern the relationship
between thermal exposure (temperature and time exposure) and thermal damage,
with emphasis on normal tissue effects has been reported in the literature (De-
whirst et al., 2003). Several published computer models have predicted heat gen-
eration, transient temperatures, and thermal damage in tissues, but few works have
compared modeling results with the experimentally measured temperature. Aksan
et al. (2005) presented the modeling of temperature and thermal damage zone for
collagenous tissue heated with monopolar and bipolar lasers and validated the re-
sults with experimentally measured data. Temperature distribution and damage as a
function of power, exposure duration, and spot size for optical properties associ-
ated with 2000-nm irradiation of pig skin have been obtained numerically using fi-
nite-element model and validated experimentally by Chen et al. (2006). Welch
(1975) developed a model that simulates light propagation, heat generation, tran-
sient temperature response, and thermal damage produced by a radically symmetric
laser beam of normal incidence.

Measurement of temperature rise in tissues during laser irradiation helps deter-
mine the size of the heat-affected zone, but it does not show the extent of cellular
damage produced during laser irradiation. A detailed histological study is therefore
required to correlate energy input, temperature rise, and the extent of cellular dam-
age necessary to evaluate the ablated tissue volume. The ability to provide direct
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visual information of thermal damage and ablated zone produced by the laser
made this technique essential for both fundamental and application oriented stud-
ies. Histological analysis of morphological changes has been used extensively to
study the mechanism of tissue ablation (Boppart et al., 1999; Youn et al., 2006).

1.1  Interaction of Laser with Biological Tissue for Therapy
Among the many clinical applications of medical lasers, a unique capability of
short-pulse lasers is that they allow selective and precise removal of tissue with
minimal damage to the surrounding tissue mass (Niemz, 1996). This property is
important in high-precision medical procedures such as ophthalmology, dentistry,
angioplasty, and thermal therapies. The nature of tissue damage due to laser irra-
diation varies based on the laser wavelength, pulse duration, beam characteristics,
and tissue properties (Niemz, 1996; Vogel et al., 1998; Welsh and Van Gemert,
1995; Sajjadi et al., 2008a). There are a few mechanisms of laser–tissue interac-
tion that can occur individually or in combination depending upon the laser pa-
rameters. The photothermal effects are most commonly observed and can be
quantified by measuring the temperature rise at the point of irradiation. In a pho-
tochemical reaction, the release of free radicals due to the laser energy causes
damage to the tissue (Jaques, 1991). Photomechanical tissue destruction involves
the generation of shock waves that propagate through tissue and can cause abla-
tion at the surface of the tissue (Chen et al., 1996). Each mechanism can contrib-
ute to ablation in different manners. In most of these mechanisms, the temperature
rise causes thermal damage to the adjacent tissue. An excellent overview of these
three physical mechanisms of interaction was presented by Jacques (1992).

Niemz (2003) added another three mechanisms into the category of interactions.
Photoablation occurs when ultraviolet (UV) photons are absorbed. Since high-en-
ergy UV photons are more energetic than most chemical bonds that hold mole-
cules together, the dissociation of the molecules is caused. This phenomenon is
followed by a rapid expansion of the irradiated volume and ejection of the tissue
debris from the surface. In a plasma-mediated ablation, a free electron is acceler-
ated by the intense electric field in the vicinity of laser beam focus. By colliding
with a molecule and freeing another electron, it initiates a chain reaction of simi-
lar collisions, which is called ’avalanche ionization’, resulting in plasma: a soup of
ions and free electrons. Plasma-mediated ablation can remove the tissue in a
nonthermal manner. This can be achieved when a tightly focused laser with pulses
on the order of picoseconds or femtoseconds is used (Fischer et al., 1994; Niemz,
1996) and the irradiation is over a threshold of optical-breakdown. In nonthermal
or cold evaporation of tissue, nontargeted tissue remains free of thermal or me-
chanical damage (Sajjadi, et al., 2012). Photodisruption is an extreme of mechani-
cal effect that may occur during plasma-mediated ablation with extremely strong
laser intensity, leading to bubble formation and shock wave generation. If break-
down occurs inside a soft tissue or fluid, additional cavitation and jet formation
may take place.
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Each mechanism is described briefly below. Many investigators have studied im-
pacts of different laser ablation mechanisms and their characteristics in detail.

1.1.1  Photothermal ablation

Photothermal laser–tissue interaction occurs when the laser energy is absorbed by
the target tissue and converted into heat. The effect on the tissue depends on the
amount and rate of deposited heat. A low-temperature elevation over a long time
(less than 10oC over many seconds or minutes) usually causes cell damage or
death without causing structural alternation to the tissue (photoheating). Greater
temperature elevation at shorter time intervals (20–30oC in approximately 1 s)
causes photocoagulation of the tissue with irreversible structural damage to the tis-
sue due to the denaturation of tissue proteins and cellular death. The deposition of
laser energy in shorter intervals (much less than 1 s) heats the tissue above its
boiling point and may cause thermally mediated tissue removal by explosive va-
porization (photovaporization). The wavelength of the laser, laser power (intensity),
laser pulse width, duration of laser irradiation, and optical properties of the tissue
determine which of these photothermal effects predominate (Waynant, 2002).

Hyperthermia treatment of tumors is based upon a selective tumor response dur-
ing tissue heating (Hahn, 1979). Research has shown that high temperatures of at
least 41oC can damage and kill cancer cells (Robinson et al., 1998). It is antici-
pated that hyperthermia treatment kills cancer cells by damaging proteins and
structures within the cells, thus shrinking the tumors. Primary malignant tumors
have poor blood circulation, which makes them more sensitive to changes in tem-
perature. The thermal impact on tissue changes drastically when the elevation of
temperatures exceed 43oC leading to tumor irradiation (Dewhirst et al., 2003;
Arora et al., 2005). Disruption of tissue starts at temperatures above 60oC due to
protein denaturation between 60oC and 65oC and then by collagen denaturation at
80oC. Some other applications are in laser vascular treatment (Ozturk et al., 2004,
Raskin and Fany., 2004; Sajjadi et al., 2008b) and laser tissue welding and solder-
ing (Xie et al., 2001). Above 80oC, tissue vaporization takes place, ultimately
leading to carbonization (Steiner, 2003).

1.1.2  Photomechanical ablation

High-intensity pulse lasers can produce shock waves when incident on tissue and
these shock waves can disrupt tissue. When heat is deposited in the tissue and the
main mechanism is photothermal, thermoplastic expansion of the tissue can result
in photomechanical ablation of the tissue. Induced stress will propagate as a wave
into the surrounding tissue. The optical properties of the tissue, laser wavelength,
and pulse duration regulate the ablation mechanism. Popular applications of photo-
mechanical ablation are used in the treatment of cataracts (Heisterkamp et al.,
2003) and the treatment of kidney stones (Rink et al., 1995).
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1.1.3  Photochemical ablation

Photochemical interactions occur at very low power intensities (1 W/cm2) and
long exposure time (seconds for continuous-wave lasers). Laser wavelength, inten-
sity, and duration are the parameters that should be selected carefully to ensure
the radiation distribution inside the tissue. In most cases, lasers in the visible
range are used because of their high optical penetration depths and efficiency. The
photochemical effect occurs due to the breaking of chemical bonds in the mole-
cules by laser radiation. Photosensitizers such as hematoporphyrin derivatives,
which accumulate inside the tumor, are being used for treatment of cancer with a
technique called photodynamic therapy (Kimel et al., 2004). During photodynamic
therapy (PDT), the photosensitizers absorb laser irradiation and trigger chemical
reactions resulting in the formation of toxic biochemical species such as reactive
oxygen species. The tissue destruction is caused by the cytotoxity of reactive oxy-
gen species, especially singlet oxygen. Other applications of PDT include treat-
ment of primary carcinoma, cutaneous lesions, and chronic stable plaque psoriasis
(Gomer et al., 1989). The major use of photochemical ablation is in cancer ther-
apy and treatment of tumorous tissues deep inside the body.

1.1.4  Plasma-mediated ablation

Plasma-mediated ablation (plasma-induced ablation) takes place when the energy
densities exceed a threshold of 1011 W/cm2 in solids and fluid, or 1014 W/cm2 in
air. A phenomenon called laser-induced optical breakdown (LIOB) occurs at these
power densities that causes transformation of matter to plasma (Niemz, 2003) via
avalanche ionization.

High-density laser energy causes the material to ionize when the energy thresh-
old reaches the optical beakdown of the material. The plasma created by LIOB is
a state of matter characterized by ions and free electrons. Once the plasma is
formed, it will absorb subsequent pulses of laser energy and initiate a rapid va-
porization of adjacent tissue. When plasma-mediated ablation occurs, non-targeted
materials remain free of thermal or mechanical damage (Sajjadi et al., 2011a). Ul-
trashort pulse lasers can initiate this process because of their ability to deliver high
laser intensity at lower energies. Lasers have been successfully used to produce
desired ablation zones with precise crater depth in bones and skin (Kim et al.,
2001, Youn et al., 2006). To shape the human cornea, a precision of a fraction of
a micron is required (Kurtz et al., 1997). Guo’s group used such a technique for
processing and decontaminating donor tissues in recent years (Huang and Guo,
2009, 2010; Wang and Guo, 2010). In order to evaluate the degree of thermal
damage, the histology of some ablated samples was analyzed. No visible thermal
damage was found when a single well-controlled ablation occurs. When multiple
ablation events are applied for in the same spot, however, thermal damage within
a 10-micrometer zone was observed. Recently Jiao and Guo (2011) modeled
plasma-formation processes during USP laser-induced ablation in water and tissue.
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They further postulated that a critical seed free electron density exists in order to
trigger avalanche ionization (Jiao and Guo, 2012).

1.2  Laser Delivery Methods
In most existing laser-induced percutaneous tumor ablation techniques such as hy-
perthermia and LITT, either collimated or diffused laser beams are used, resulting
in much of the energy being absorbed by tissues at the skin surface and very little
remaining energy penetrating the skin. Such drawbacks of collimated laser beams
can be minimized if the beam from an ultrashort pulse laser source is focused di-
rectly at the targeted subsurface location. That is, focusing the laser beam at the
desired treatment location depth can reduce the problem of absorption of laser en-
ergy at the skin surface.

1.2.1  Advantages of using a focused beam from an ultrashort pulse laser source

While a focused beam of an ultrashort pulse laser may provide a significant ad-
vantage for biomedical applications over CW lasers and collimated beams, the pa-
rameters of its use must be carefully calibrated for optimal effect. That is,
irradiation of the target material by repetitive pulses can lead to cumulative effects
that can be tailored to attain complete targeted ablation with minimal collateral
damage. When a tightly focused laser with pulses on the order of picoseconds or
femtoseconds is used, a cold evaporation of the tissue occurs (Fischer et al., 1994;
Niemz, 1996), but even ultrashort laser pulses (duration shorter than 10 ps), each
of which has negligible thermal effect, may add up to produce a significant tem-
perature rise at the focused spot (Welsh and Van Germet, 1995). If the time be-
tween the laser pulses is small relative to the time required for heat to diffuse out
of the vicinity of the focal volume, heat can accumulate near the focal region. De-
spite the low total energies required, femtosecond laser ablation can thus lead to
significant thermal and chemical effects under certain conditions, and the cumula-
tive effects of repetitive pulses may occur at energies below the threshold for pho-
todisruption. Better control of the exposure time (and thus control of potential
thermal effects) can be achieved by translating the beam at specific velocities to
irradiate the desired tissue volume. Thus, the selection of optimal scanning beam
velocity is critical to control the size of ablation volume and to eliminate possible
thermal damage in surrounding tissue.

The mechanisms of action of continuous and long-pulse laser ablation of tissue
are very different from the mechanism of USP laser–tissue interaction, and these
differences have important implications for the use of lasers in therapeutic applica-
tions. In conventional laser ablation techniques utilizing continuous or long-pulse
lasers, linear absorption underlies the dominant mechanism of ablation, and heat is
dissipated out of the laser-stimulated area by thermal diffusion. Such thermal dif-
fusion may cause significant collateral damage to the surrounding healthy tissue.
On the other hand, damage produced by ultrashort pulse laser treatment is more
confined because the pulse duration is less than the time required for energy dif-
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fusion from the region of laser excitement. Ultrashort pulse (picosecond and
femtosecond) laser ablation causes the formation of plasma, is a nonlinear phe-
nomenon, and is independent of material properties (Welsh and Van Germet,
1995). Because plasma-mediated ablation is nonlinear, the ablation threshold is in-
dependent of tissue linear absorption for ultrashort pulses (Sajjadi et al., 2011a).
Furthermore, because short pulses require less energy than longer pulses to reach
the threshold intensity required for optical breakdown, short pulses deposit less en-
ergy in the material and this lower energy deposition provides more precise abla-
tion (Chung and Mazur, 2009). Thus, pulse lasers having pulse durations of
picoseconds or femtoseconds make ideal tools for heat-sensitive soft tissues such
as the cornea and the dermis/epidermis (Loesel et al., 1996, 1998; Fischer et al.,
1997; Neev et al., 1996; Manstein et al., 2004; Khan et al., 2005; Sajjadi et al.,
2010), because ultrashort laser treatment provides high precision and minimal col-
lateral tissue damage (Han et al., 2004; Koeing et al., 2005; Niemz, 2003; Bille et
al., 2002; Armstrong et al., 2002; Vogel et al., 1998; Sajjadi et al., 2013).

1.3  Selection of the Optimum Wavelength for Subsurface Ablation

Infrared lasers have been used for biomedical applications involving human tis-
sues. For example, 1700-nm femtosecond lasers have been used to produce subsur-
face incisions in human sclera (Sacks et al., 2001), and a 1552-nm femtosecond
laser generated surface lesions in human dermis via plasma-mediated ablation
without any alternation in tissue morphology (Huang and Guo, 2009). Nonablative
fractional photothermolysis is currently approved by the US Food and Drug Ad-
ministration (FDA) for the treatment of pigmented lesions, periorbital rhytides,
skin resurfacing, melisma and soft tissue coagulation, acne and surgical scars, and
actinic keratoses (Allemann and Kaufman, 2010). The 1550-nm wavelength is the
ideal for fractional resurfacing, allowing sufficient penetration into the tissue
(Thongsima et al., 2010; Helbig et al., 2010). At the wavelengths in which the
skin has higher absorbance, e.g., at the 1440 nm, the beam penetrates superficially,
providing less volume of tissue treated and ultimately reducing the amount of tis-
sue affected by the collagen remodeling process. The ultrashort pulse laser of
1552-nm wavelength is a relatively new development, and was conceived as an
optimal compromise between the effects of optical scatter and optical absorption in
silica-based fiber optics for industrial applications. That is, at longer wavelengths
optical absorption increases, and at shorter wavelengths optical scatter increases at
fiber defects. A wavelength of 1550 nm represents the best compromise in that it
produces the lowest absorption and the lowest scatter (Sajjadi et al., 2011a). In ad-
dition, lasers above 1400-nm wavelength (and particularly noncollimated beams)
are relatively eye-safe because their output is not readily transmitted through the
cornea. Finally, because the threshold for plasma optical breakdown, and therefore
ablation threshold, decreases with increasing tissue absorbance for subnanosecond
pulses (Oraevsky et al., 1996) and because biological tissues exhibit significant ab-
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sorbance at this wavelength, 1552 nm may provide a novel mechanism for thera-
peutic ablation, particularly when delivered via fiber optics. Therefore, the goal of
the work presented here was to determine the efficacy of a focused-beam 1552-nm
ultrashort pulse laser for subcutaneous tumor ablation.

2. CHARACTERIZATION OF THERMAL EFFECTS DURING
    AND AFTER LASER TREATMENT

Numerous methods are used to study the extent of laser-induced effects. Some are
noninvasive like measuring the temperature during and after laser-irradiation, and
some are invasive and provide useful information regarding the structure and mor-
phology of the tissue after laser-induced damage.

2.1  Instantaneous Thermal Effects

Monitoring the temperature rise during laser irradiation of tumors is required to
obtain the specific temperature rise at the desired location with the least possible
thermal damage of healthy tissues. Existing temperature measurement techniques
can be classified into three different types: volumetric thermometry, surface ther-
mometry, and local (point) thermometry. In volumetric thermometry, the tempera-
ture at different points within a significant volume is measured. The most popular
example of this method is Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) temperature imag-
ing. High contrast and spatial resolution of three-dimensional images of a tumor
and surrounding normal tissues has made MRI the most popular imaging technique
(Mark et al., 2004). In surface thermometry, temperature on the surface is moni-
tored by a thermal sensor like an infrared (IR) camera. Examples are in ablation
of tissues (Dayan et al., 2004) or monitoring the skin temperature during laser
therapy of port wine stains (Torres et al., 1999). In local thermometry, point tem-
perature probes such as a thermocouple or a fiber optic sensor are inserted at the
desired location and the local temperature is measured. Some of their advantages
are their simplicity and low cost compared to MRI or an infrared camera (Sun et
al., 1989, Wilkens et al., 1999; Davidson et al., 2005). However, thermocouple
measurement is an indirect measurement and needs to be calibrated before use.
Some applications of the thermocouple use are in temperature measurement during
laser irradiation in porcine and human breast tissue (Robinson et al., 1998), and
LITT of breast cancer (Manns et al., 1998; Milne et al., 2000).

2.2  Histological Analysis
A detailed histology is required to study the structural and morphological alterna-
tions during laser irradiation (Wells et al., 2005). The size and extent of thermal
damage can be estimated using histology. Histological studies can be used to de-
termine the ablation depth and extent of thermal necrosis of tissue during laser
welding (Fried and Walsh, 1998), treatment of muscles (Gratzl et al., 1991), and
laser-induced thermal injury of blood vessels (Dai et al., 2005). Histological meth-
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ods are used to study morphological changes in laser immunotherapy treatments of
metastatic mammary tumors (Nordquist et al., 1998), fractional photothermolysis
(Manstein et al., 2004; Laubach et al., 2006), and nonablative dermal remodeling
(Khan et al., 2005). Detailed histological study of rat skin tissue ablated with
Er:YAG laser at low laser intensity and at various repetition rates was performed
and the H&E (hemotoxylin and eosin) stained sections clearly demonstrate the
depth of dermal collagen coagulation (Majaron et al., 2000).

Depending on the type of tissue, various sectioning techniques such as frozen
sectioning technique or paraffin embedding technique are used in histological stud-
ies (Presnell and Schreibman, 1997). The frozen sectioning method is simple and
eliminates lengthy tissue processing techniques required in other methods. There-
fore, in this research, the frozen section technique was used for histological analy-
sis. The depth and radial spread of ablation can be observed using a light
microscope.

2.3  Immunohistochemistry

In order to develop the most useful laser-based clinical approaches, it is important
to understand both the mechanisms of interaction between laser and tissue and the
extent of tissue damage for given parameters of laser irradiation (wavelength, flu-
ence, duration, etc.). It has been shown that the wound recovery period is propor-
tional to the size of a laser-induced wound (Sherratt and Murray, 1992), but much
more needs to be done to fully understand the extent of laser-induced damage in-
stantaneously after irradiation and over the course of time following irradiation,
and to understand the process of wound healing in order to enhance its rate. That
is, studying the effects of laser treatment immediately following irradiation of liv-
ing tissues provides vital information regarding the size, type, and extent of dam-
age, but damage parameters may change as the lesion "matures". Therefore, in
order to understand the true extent of damage and the healing process, analysis of
the effects of laser–tissue interaction must be performed over time following irra-
diation.

Instantaneous laser-induced damage to the tissue can be investigated by measur-
ing thermal effects of laser irradiation on tissue during the laser procedure. Based
on the interaction mechanism, an energy threshold is necessary to make temporary
or permanent changes in tissue structure. The temperature profile in the tissue
around the laser-irradiated region gives insight into radial energy spread and there-
fore the extent of damage in tissue surrounding the ablation zone. Histological
studies may provide valuable insight by displaying the size and extent of cellular
damage and tissue alteration produced during laser–tissue interaction. In addition
to standard histology, immunohistochemical localization and immunoblotting of
proteins specific to the damage and healing processes can be utilized to show the
extent of injury to the tissue and the process of healing. Heat shock proteins are
a group of proteins whose expression patterns can give insights into the extent of
damage and the healing process.
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2.3.1  Heat shock proteins

Several mechanisms have been developed in all mammals to survive a changing
environment as well as to cope with stress. Altering cellular structure and function
to deal with adverse conditions or temporary alteration in gene expression to sur-
vive changing environments are among these mechanisms. Synthesis and function
of heat shock proteins (HSP) are among the important mechanisms prompted by
stress. HSPs are a group of proteins that are present in cells of all organisms and
exist in various forms.

2.3.2  Heat shock proteins in laser-based therapeutics

At the cellular level, HSPs exist in the nucleus, cytosol, endoplasmic reticulum,
and mitochondria at low levels to respond to everyday stresses within the cell.
HSPs are subclassified into families according to their molecular weight (Table 1).
Each HSP has many roles and can exist in various locations within the cell. HSPs
play important physiological roles in normal conditions and in situations involving
both systemic and cellular stresses. HSP expression patterns change when cells are
exposed to elevated temperature or other stressors (Snoeckx et al., 2002; Yamasaki
et al., 2008). Heat stresses cause several proteins in cells to denature (Chen et al.,
2002), and HSPs protect cells by translocating or refolding stress-denatured pro-
teins, thereby preventing aggregation with other proteins in the cell (Wang et al.,
2003; Verrico et al., 2001).

HSP promoters are used to control the expression of therapeutic genes in abla-
tive and nonablative laser procedures (Rome et al., 2005). Therefore, temporal
evaluation of HSP expression in tissue after laser-based therapeutic procedures can
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TABLE 1: Heat shock proteins

HSP family Members Intracellular
location

Small PHSs
HSP10, GROES, HSP16, α-crystalin,
HSP20, HSP25

Cytosol

HSP40 HSP40, DNAJ, SIS1 Cytosol

HSP47 HSP 47 Endoplasmic retuculum

Calreticulin Calreticulin, Calnexin Endoplasmic retuculum

HSP60 HSP60, HSP65, GROEL Cytosol and mitochondria

HSP70 HSP72, HSC70 (HSP73), HSP110/SSE,
DNAK, SSC1, SSQ1, ECM10, Grp78
(BiP), Grp170

Cytosol Mitochondria
Endoplasmic reticulum

HSP90 HSC84, HSP86, HTPG Gp96 (Grp94, 
endoplasmin)

Cytosol Endoplasmic
reticulum

HSP100 HSP104, HSP110, CLIP proteins HSP78 Cytosol Mitochondria



provide significant information regarding damaged cells and thermally affected tis-
sue surrounding the lesion (Rome et al., 2005; Steel et al., 2004; Boehm et al.,
2003). Likewise, HSPs have been shown to correlate with cytoprotective function
in cultured cells and with improved healing of damaged tissue in humans and ani-
mal models (O’Connell-Rodwell et al., 2008; Sajjadi et al., 2013). Hence, studying
the expression of HSPs as reporters of thermal damage and mediators of therapeu-
tic effects to tissues is important in the development of thermal therapies. Investi-
gating the temporal expression patterns of heat shock proteins in response to laser
treatment of living tissue will support a better understanding of the effects of
laser-induced heating during human therapeutic treatment.

2.3.3  Heat shock protein 70

HSP70 (molecular weight of 70 kDa) is the best understood among members of
the heat shock family of proteins. Its functions include acting as a molecular
chaperone facilitating the assembly of proteins, participating in translocation of
polypeptides across the cell membrane and to the nucleus, assisting in the folding
of nascent polypeptides translated at the ribosome, targeting misfolded and dam-
aged proteins for degradation, dissembling protein aggregates, acting as regulatory
molecules in protecting cells from thermal or oxidative proteins, and inhibiting
apoptosis (Bukau et al., 2006).

2.3.4  Heat shock protein 47

HSP47 is a procollagen-specific chaperone whose expression in smooth muscle
cells is essential for collagen synthesis. It is expressed constitutively in cells that
synthesize collagen and is involved in collagen type I biosynthesis. HSP47 plays a
vital role in folding and assembling collagen. Up-regulation of HSP47 following
hyperthermia and photodynamic therapy may promote collagen synthesis during
the healing process. Thus, it is important to understand HSP expression to better
elucidate its role in the course of recovery following laser procedures (Dafforn
et al., 2001).

2.3.5  Heat shock protein analysis

A variety of techniques including Western blotting, enzyme-linked immunosorbant
assay (ELISA), and in situ hybridization have been used to analyze cellular dam-
age and tissue injury following laser irradiation (Brown et al., 2007) by quantify-
ing HSP expression in tissues. In order to illustrate tissue-level patterns of
expression, imaging methods employing confocal microscopy are particularly use-
ful. In two such studies, in vivo induction of HSP70 in transgenic mice (firefly lu-
ciferase or green fluorescent protein gene under the control of the HSP70 promoter)
was detected by bioluminescence imaging (O’Connell-Rodwell et al., 2008; Brown
et al., 2007; Wilmink et al., 2008). In an in vitro study, the kinetics of HSP70 ex-
pression were measured by quantitative analysis of serial fluorescence images cap-
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tured in cultured bovine aortic endothelial cells (BACEs) exposed to heat. This
study showed a direct correlation between levels of heat shock protein expression
and efficiency of its tissue protection function in BACEs (Wang et al., 2008). The
space–time distribution of HSP70 and HSP47 in tissues can also be detected by
immunofluorescence labeling of cells or tissues (Brown et al., 2007; Wilmink
et al., 2008; Leger et al., 2000, Hawes and Satiat-Jeunemaitre, 2001; Georgala and
Boothroyd, 1964; Dams et al., 2010) in which antibodies chemically conjugated
with a fluorescent dye are visualized under fluorescence microscope or confocal
microscope (Sajjadi et al., 2013).

3. LASER ABLATION OF SKIN TISSUE

3.1  Thermal Ablation

To study the temperature distribution and analyze the heat diffusion zone during
laser irradiation of the skin tissue, the energy equation is coupled with the Fourier
heat conduction equation, and the resulting parabolic equation is solved numeri-
cally. The numerical models are used to predict the temperature rise at the surface
just before the onset of photothermal ablation. A pulse laser beam of pulse width
(tp) is incident normally and focused on the sample. The laser beam has a Gauss-
ian distribution in the radial direction and hence an axisymmetric cylindrical coor-
dinate system is used to describe the geometry. The Fourier heat conduction
equation is given by

q(r, z, t)  =  −κ∇T(r, z, t) , (1)

where T is the temperature, r and z are the spatial coordinates, t is the time, q is
the heat flux, κ is the thermal conductivity of skin tissue, and ∇ is the gradient.
Incorporating scattering and absorption of laser energy in the tissue medium, the
energy equation is given as (Sajjadi et al., 2008c; Onyejekwe et al., 2009):

where ρ is the density of skin tissue, C is the specific heat of skin tissue, I0 is the
maximum intensity of the laser beam at the sample surface, ka is the absorption
coefficient of the skin tissue, ke is the extinction (scattering and absorption com-
bined) coefficient of the skin tissue, S is the laser source term, Z(t) is the coordi-
nate of the phase separation boundary, and σ is the spatial variance of the
Gaussian laser beam.
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The boundary conditions used are as follows:
(i) all the boundaries except the laser incident surface are insulated, 

(ii) at the laser-incident surface free convection heat exchange [e.g., heat transfer
coefficient = 10 W/(m2⋅K)] with surrounding ambient air (25oC) can be con-
sidered, 

(iii) the temperature profile is symmetric about the z axis, 
(iv) at the ablation interface, temperature is equal to the vaporization temperature

(100oC), 
(v) at the ablation interface an additional equation governing Z(t) is obtained by

considering an interface energy balance at z = Z(t) involving latent heat of
ablation, 

(vi) initially (t = 0) the temperature is equal to the ambient temperature.

Equations (1)–(3) are discretized and combined to obtain a finite-difference
equation to be solved using an Alternating Direction Implicit (ADI) scheme with
Backward in Time and Central in Space (BTCS). Details of this discretization
scheme and Van Neumann stability analysis can be found in the literature (Sajjadi
et al., 2008a; Tanehill et al., 1984). The solution is obtained by using the values
of Δr and Δz equal to 1.5625⋅10–4 m and 2.5⋅10–5 m, respectively, and Δt =
0.05⋅10–12 s. The resultant finite difference equation is solved by the Tri-Diagonal
Matrix Algorithm (TDMA).

In Eq. (3) of the above model, radiation heat transfer is simply treated via the
Beer–Lambda law. As we know, however, biological tissues are highly scattering
and weakly absorbing as concerns the laser light. Therefore, a radiative transfer
modeling would provide much better prediction of the laser energy distribution
and propagation inside the tissue. For circular laser beams, the diffuse radiation in-
tensity Il

d in a discrete ordinate sl� is described by the time-dependent equation of
radiative transfer in cylindrical coordinates:

where μl, ηl, and ξl are the three directional cosines, c is the speed of light in the
medium, and Sl is the radiative source term, which is

where Ib the blackbody emitting intensity of tissue, ω = ks/ke is the scattering al-
bedo, wj is the appropriate angular weight in discrete direction sj�, Φjl represents
the scattering phase function Φ (sj� → sl�), and Sb

l  is the source contribution of the
laser irradiation and can be expressed as

Sb
l  = 

1
4π

I b  Φ (sb� → sl�) (6)
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in which the unit vector sl� represents the laser incident direction and I b is the bal-
listic radiation (i.e., the laser incident heat flux).

Kim and Guo (2004) provided a detailed solution to the above radiative heat
transfer model with appropriate boundary conditions. This model can treat both
steady-state and ultrafast radiation. Recently, Jiao and Guo (2009) applied this
model to focused laser beam interaction with skin tissues; and Hunter and Guo
(2012a,b) introduced a new normalization technique for treating anisotropic scatter-
ing of light in biological tissues. Guo and Hunter (2013) will also provide a com-
prehensive review on this topic in the same issue; and thus, the details are not
repeated here.

3.2  Plasma-Mediated Ablation

Plasma-mediated ablation, also known as laser-induced optical breakdown, has
been described as the interaction of a strong electromagnetic field with electrons
in a condensed medium, which can lead to the generation of free electrons in the
conduction band through multiphoton or tunnel ionization (Kennedy, 1995). These
free charges can subsequently gain sufficient kinetic energy from the electric field
by inverse Bremsstrahlung absorption (IBA) to produce more free electrons via
avalanche ionization (Kennedy et al., 1995). The rapid ionization of the medium
leads to plasma formation and a drastic increase of the absorption coefficient that
in turn gives rise to a rapid energy transfer from the radiation field to the mate-
rial. For ablation of biological tissues, multiphoton ionization is most likely the
pathway for generating seed electrons for avalanche ionization. Another possibility
is the chromophore ionization pathway in generating free electrons due to adi-
abatic heating of chromophores in biological tissues.

The time evolution of the free-electron density in a control volume can be de-
scribed by a rate equation in a generic form:

where the free-electron density ρ is a function of time. The first three terms on
the right-hand side represent the production of free electrons through multiphoton,
chromophore, and avalanche ionizations, respectively. The last two terms are the
electron losses through diffusion and recombination, respectively. The avalanche
ionization rate and the diffusion rate are proportional to the number of the existing
free electrons. The recombination rate is proportional to ρ2, as it involves an in-
teraction between two charged particles (an electron–hole pair). Jiao and Guo
(2011) found that the chromophore effect is actually negligible for skin tissues.

3.2.1  Multiphoton ionization

To ionize an atom or molecule with ionization energy, the number of photons re-
quired is
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in which h− is the reduced Planck constant and ω = 2πc/λ is the laser circular fre-
quency. An approximate expression for the multiphoton ionization rate is derived
as (Kennedy, 1995)

where an electron charge is e = 1.6022⋅10–19 C, m′(= m/2) is the reduced excita-
tion mass, in which m is the mass of electron, n is the refractive index, ε0 is the
vacuum permittivity, and ϕ(x) expresses the Dawson function.

3.2.2  Avalanche ionization

As soon as a free electron exists in the interaction volume, it gains energy from
the electric field through IBA of photons and can generate further free electrons
through impact ionization. Conservation of momentum requires that the absorption
of photons from the laser pulse take place during collisions of the free electrons
with the surrounding molecules. The avalanche ionization rate coefficient ηava de-
rived by Kennedy et al. (1995) for ocular and aqueous medium is given by

Here, τ ≈ 1.7 fs is the time of collision between an electron and a heavy particle
(Sun et al., 2005) and Mm is the mass of molecule.

3.2.3  Diffusion and recombination

The diffusion of electrons from the focal volume was estimated by approximating
the focal volume as a cylinder of radius w0R and length zR. Thus, the diffusion
rate per electron is expressed as (Noack and Vogel, 1999)

The recombination rate ηrec is considered as 2⋅10–9 cm3/s (Docchio, 1988).
The critical free-electron density is used to be estimated in the orders of 1018–

1020 cm–3. Theoretically, the upper limit of free-electron density is given by the
requirement that the plasma frequency, ωp = √⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯e2ρ ⁄ meε0 , must remain below the
light frequency ω in order to effectively couple energy into the plasma. At elec-
tron densities greater than ρ = ω2mε0

 ⁄ e2, the plasma becomes highly reflective,
and the incoming laser light leads to growth of the plasma volume rather than the
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free-electron number (Noack and Vogel, 1999). Therefore, the critical free-electron
density for plasma-mediated ablation is calculated by ρcr = ω2mε0

 ⁄ e2 (Vogel et al.,
2005).

4. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

4.1  Experimental Method for Laser Ablation of Skin Tissue

The schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. A 1552-nm desktop
diode laser (Raydiance Inc.) operating at a wavelength of 1552 nm and having a
temporal pulse width (tp) of 1.3 ps (FWHM) is used in this experiment. The array
of time-averaged power values that can be produced by the laser varies from
0.17 W to 2.50 W through the adjustment of both the energy per pulse which var-
ies from 1–5 μJ/pulse and the repetition frequency which varies between 25 kHz
and 500 kHz.

The beam is focused using a high-power 20× microscope objective which fo-
cuses the beam to a spot diameter of approximately 10 μm for a focal length of
21 mm. Due to losses through the mirrors and objective lens, the power on the
samples varies from 0.07 W to 1.48 W. During the experiment the laser time-av-
eraged power is constantly monitored using a power meter. The samples are well
insulated on all sides (except on the irradiated face) to prevent heat loss to the
surroundings. A thermal imaging camera (IR Flexcam Pro, Infrared Solutions) is
used to record the radial surface temperature profile of samples. The images are
recorded with a computerized data acquisition system and processed with National
Instruments IMAQ Vision Builder Image processing software. The camera pro-
vides a measurement range of 0oC to 350oC with a sensitivity of ±0.09oC at 30oC.
The spectral response of the camera is 8 to 14 μm. Experiments are conducted
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FIG. 1: Schematic of the experimental setup for laser irradiation using a focused beam of
a 1552-nm pulse laser with 1.3-ps pulse width



with freshly excised skin tissue samples having thicknesses of 2–3 mm obtained
from mice using 1552-nm diode laser. After irradiating the tissue samples with the
laser, histological analysis is performed to analyze the heat-affected zone produced
by laser irradiation. The frozen sectioning technique is used for histological stud-
ies. The resolution provided by the frozen section technique is sufficient to ob-
serve thermal damage in the tissue caused by laser irradiation. In this technique,
the ablated portion of the tissue is cut along with some surrounding nonirradiated
tissue right after the ablation and embedded in the cryomold made of OCT (Opti-
mal Cutting Temperature) compound. Then sections of thickness 20 μm are cut
using cryostat. The temperature inside the cryostat is maintained at –24oC during
sectioning. The sections are stained using hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) stain,
which is a rapid staining method that is commonly used due to its simplicity. This
progressive stain creates stained sections, which have deep blue nuclei with a pink
or rose-colored background of other cytoplasmic structures. Once the sample
preparation is complete, slides are viewed under an optical microscope using 40×
magnification. Tissue samples are translated in a direction perpendicular to the
laser beam using three-axis automated Newport SMC 100 motion-controlled stages
interfaced with National Instruments Lab view 8.0 to run the controllers. The
maximum velocity of these controllers is 25 mm/sec and can be varied in steps of
50 μm/s. Scanning of the tissue sample ensures a fresh region of the tissue to be
always exposed to laser pulses. For the case of zero scanning velocity, tissue sam-
ples are irradiated at the same spot for finite time duration. The ablation depth
and width is measured using image-processing software (Scandium) in order to
correlate ablation depth to laser parameters. The software is calibrated to provide
measurements in millimeters corresponding to the magnification at which an image
is captured. In this way, laser-induced damage dimensions are calculated for a par-
ticular set of laser parameters.

4.2  Experimental Method for Ablation of Subcutaneous Tumors

A focused beam from an ultrashort pulse 1552-nm laser is used to ablate subcuta-
neous tumors with minimal thermal damage to surrounding healthy tissues.
Longer-wavelength infrared lasers have been used for biomedical applications in-
volving human tissues. For example, 1700-nm femtosecond lasers have been used
to produce subsurface incisions in human sclera (Sacks et al., 2001), and a 1552-
nm femtosecond laser generated surface lesions in human dermis via plasma-medi-
ated ablation without any alternation in tissue morphology (Huang and Guo,
2009). Nonablative fractional photothermolysis is currently approved by the US
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for the treatment of pigmented lesions, pe-
riorbital rhytides, skin resurfacing, melasma and soft tissue coagulation, acne and
surgical scars, and actinic keratoses (Allemann and Kaufman, 2010). A wavelength
of 1550 nm is ideal for fractional resurfacing, allowing sufficient penetration into
tissue (Thongsima et al., 2010; Helbig et al., 2010). At higher absorption coeffi-
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cients, which is dependent on wavelength, e.g., at 1440 nm, the beam penetrates
superficially, providing less volume of tissue treated and ultimately reducing the
amount of tissue affected by the collagen remodeling process. The ultrashort pulse
laser of 1552-nm wavelength is a relatively new development, and was conceived
as an optimal compromise between the effects of optical scatter and optical ab-
sorption in silica-based fiber optics for industrial applications. That is, at longer
wavelengths optical absorption increases and at shorter wavelengths optical scatter
increases at fiber defects. A wavelength of 1550 nm represents the best compro-
mise that produces the lowest absorption and the lowest scatter (Sajjadi et al.,
2011a). In addition, lasers with wavelengths above 1400 nm (and particularly non-
collimated beams) are relatively eye-safe because their output is not readily trans-
mitted through the cornea. Finally, because the threshold for plasma optical
breakdown, and therefore ablation threshold, decreases with increasing tissue ab-
sorbance for subnanosecond pulses (Oraevsky et al., 1996) and because biological
tissue exhibits significant absorbance at this wavelength, the 1552-nm wavelength
may provide a novel mechanism for therapeutic ablation, particularly when deliv-
ered via fiber optics. Therefore, the goal of the work presented here was to deter-
mine the efficacy of focused-beam 1552-nm ultrashort pulsed laser for subcutaneous
tumor ablation.

In order to demonstrate subcutaneous ablation using a focusing beam and to se-
lect optimal laser parameters for tissue ablation, we performed experiments on
normal (without tumor) anesthesized mice. The radial heat spread at the skin sur-
face was measured using a thermal camera, and subsurface radial heat spread was
measured using needle-type thermocouples. Once the efficacy of this technique
was demonstrated, experiments were performed on anesthesized mice with mam-
mary tumors. During tumor ablation experiments, temperatures at the surface and
at the subsurface tumor locations were monitored continuously. To minimize tem-
perature rise and for complete tumor ablation, scanning of the laser across the
tumor area and its margin was performed by mounting samples on a computerized
translation stage and moving them within the focal plane of the beam. After abla-
tion, the extent of plasma-mediated ablation and thermal damage was studied using
histology to demonstrate focal ablation without apparent damage to surrounding
epidermal and dermal layers.

In vivo experiments were first performed on anesthesized healthy mice (available
in-house from animal facilities in Biological Sciences Department) to observe the
effectiveness of achieving the desired ablation volume and temperature rise at the
subsurface location using a focused laser beam. Experiments were performed in
vivo on anesthesized mice with mammary tumors in order to demonstrate the
therapeutic effect of this novel tumor irradiation technique. Tumor mice used in
this study were of the inbred strain FVB/N-Tg (MMTVneu) 202Mul/J, purchased
from the Jackson Laboratories (Bar Harbor, ME, USA). These mice contain a
mammary tumor virus (MMTVneu) transgene, expressed in mammary tissue, sali-
vary gland, and lung. Mice were purchased as retired breeders containing focal
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metastatic tumors in the mammary glands. The tumors utilized in this study had a
diameter of 1–3 mm at a depth of 1–3 mm from the surface. Mice were anesthe-
sized using sodium pentobarbital delivered I.P. at a dose of 90 mg/kg before per-
forming laser irradiation experiments. Because tumor dimensions were larger than
the damage produced by the laser beam focused at a single spot, the mouse was
translated in the focal plane during the experiment for complete ablation of tumor
and its margin area. After completion of the experiments, mice were allowed to
recover before being reintroduced to the animal colony. However, some mice were
sacrificed after the experiment to perform histological studies in order to observe
the damage produced by laser irradiation. All experimental procedures on mice
were approved by Florida Tech’s Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee
(IACUC). 

4.3  Characterization of Ablated Tissue

4.3.1  Thermal imaging camera

A thermal imaging camera (IR Flexcam Pro, Infrared Solutions, Everett, WA) was
used to record the radial surface temperature profile of the samples. Images were
recorded with a computerized data acquisition system and processed with National
Instruments IMAQ Vision Builder image processing software. The camera provides
a measurement range of 0oC to 350oC with a sensitivity of ±0.09oC at 30oC and
spectral response range of 8 to 14 μm. For subsurface temperature measurement,
temperature was recorded using a needle type thermocouple and computerized data
acquisition system running Labview Software. These thermocouples provided a
maximum possible measurement range of 0–480oC with a sensitivity of ±1oC and
0.2 s response time.

4.3.2  Frozen sectioning technique

The tissue sectioning protocols for histological and immunohistochemical studies
are as follows:

• The region of laser treatment (ablated portion of the tissue along with some
surrounding nonirradiated tissue) was dissected immediately following laser
treatment.

• Tissue is embedded in OCT (Optimal Cutting Temperature) compound.
• Frozen sections of 20 μm thickness were cut at –24oC using cryostat (Leica

CM1850) and embedded on the gel coated slides.

4.3.3  Histology

Histological studies (Chung and Mazur, 2009; Loesel et al., 1996, 1998; Fischer et
al., 1997) utilizing frozen sectioning technique (Vogel et al., 1998) are performed
to analyze the damage zone produced by laser irradiation. The samples are stained
in order to more easily distinguish among the different tissue structures. Applica-
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tion of hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) is a rapid staining method that is commonly
used due to its simplicity. The procedure for preparation of the hematoxylin is de-
scribed in (Presnell and Schreibman, 1997).

The H&E staining procedure is as follows:

• Cryosections are stained using hematoxylin and eosin (H&E).
• Sections are viewed using a Zeiss Axioskop compound light microscope, and

photographed using a Penguin CL-600 digital camera.
• Ablation depth and width were determined using image processing software

(Scandium) after calibration of the microscope and objectives. The software
was calibrated to provide measurements in millimeters corresponding to the
pixel values of the images. In this way, laser-induced damage zone dimen-
sions were calculated for a particular set of laser parameters.

4.3.4  Immunohistochemistry

Immunohistochemistry is performed to localize HSP70 and HSP47 at the lesion
site over the course of time following laser irradiation. Cryosections are fixed in
Zamboni’s solution. Sections then are labeled with antisera specific for HSP70
(mouse polyclonal IgG anti-HSP70) at 1:1000 dilution and HSP47 (mouse poly-
clonal IgG anti-HSP47) at 1:1000 dilution (primary and secondary antisera pur-
chased from Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc.). Sections are then treated with
secondary antisera conjugated to either Alexa 555 (emission maximum at 555 nm)
conjugated to anti-mouse IgG for labeling of HSP70, or Alexa 488 (emission
maximum at 488 nm) conjugated to anti-rabbit IgG for HSP47. To visualize over-
all tissue architecture, cell nuclei are labeled using the florescent DNA-binding
dye DAPI (emission maximum 461 nm). A Nikon C1Si laser scanning confocal
microscope is used to visualize the extent of expression of HSPs.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.1  Selection of Laser Parameters

Laser-based surgery has traditionally relied upon continuous-wave lasers. It has
been demonstrated (Sajjadi et al., 2011a, 2013) that the focused beam of a short-
pulse laser can produce precise lesions with less thermal effects in the surrounding
healthy tissue. Figure 2 illustrates the histology of ablated tissue immediately after
irradiation. Short-pulse laser produces precise and clean lesion with a smaller heat-
affected region in surrounding tissue (Fig. 2a). Continuous laser, however, pro-
duced a dramatic color change in hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) — stained tissues
around the site of a focal lesion (Fig. 2b) which suggests that thermally denatured
collagen in the skin surrounding the focal lesion is found some distance away
from the lesion site. Thus, immediately after ablation, the extent of damage is
much larger when ablation is performed using continuous-wave laser beam than
when using a short-pulse laser.
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This conclusion was confirmed by measuring temperature distribution with a
thermal camera during laser irradiation. The maximum temperature rise varies be-
tween 30 and 34oC for short-pulse laser and between 40 and 45oC for continuous
laser beam (data not shown). The rate of temperature rise, maximum temperature,
and thermal heat spread for a short time interval after laser irradiation are all
higher when irradiation is done with a CW laser than when using a short-pulse
laser (Sajjadi et al., 2011a).

Temperature distribution before the onset of ablation has been obtained experi-
mentally and numerically for the case of tissue medium irradiated using an ul-
trashort pulse laser. Parametric studies are performed to observe the effects of
repetition rate, time-average power, and scanning velocity on the surface peak
temperature rise and radial heat spread.

Experiments are performed on tissue samples for the following laser parameters:
repetition rate = 500 kHz, pulse width = 1.3 ps, time-average power = 1.48 W,
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FIG. 2: Histological section of freshly excised mouse skin tissue immediately after laser
ablation using either a short-pulse laser (a) or a continuous-wave laser (b) [reproduced
from (Sajjadi et al., 2013]



and energy per pulse = 5 μJ/pulse. The tissue samples are scanned at different ve-
locities. Figure 3 shows the radial temperature distribution for scanning velocity
ranging from 0.2 mm/s to 1 mm/s. It is observed that the peak temperature in-
creases with decreasing scanning velocity. The rises in temperatures for the case
of slow scanning velocities are significantly higher than those for faster scanning
velocities. Slower scanning rates result in a greater density of pulses that are inci-
dent upon the sample leading to higher amounts of laser energy deposition which
manifests as high peak temperatures. The error bars plotted in Fig. 3 represent
uncertainty in experimental measurements for the case of scanning velocity equal
to 0.2 mm/s. Uncertainty for other scanning velocities are in the same order and
is not shown. Considering a 99% confidence interval, the precision index for a
total of three runs is calculated. The standard deviation between the three runs at
each individual nodal point is evaluated. Thus, the total uncertainty value at each
nodal point is the product of the precision index times the standard deviation. For
example, for the case of scanning velocity of 0.2 mm/s, the maximum uncertainty
in temperature measurement is 0.89oC.

Figures 4a,b show the radial temperature distribution before onset of ablation of
tissue sample for different laser repetition rates and time-average powers for the
case of zero scanning velocity (which corresponds to spot irradiation). The sam-
ples are irradiated for a finite time and data is represented for two exposure times-
5 s and 10 s. Mathematical modeling of the transient heat conduction equation is
used to predict the surface temperature rise and the ablation depth. Comparison of
the peak temperature rise between experimental measurements and numerical mod-
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FIG. 3: Radial temperature distributions for different scanning velocities



els for different laser parameters and exposure time is shown in Fig. 5 for the
case of zero scanning velocity. It is evident from Fig. 5 that the peak surface tem-
peratures obtained in experimental measurements and modeling are in very good
agreement.
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FIG. 4: Radial temperature distribution for different time-average power having exposure
time of (a) 5 s (a) and 10 s (b)
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5.2  Ablation of Subcutaneous Tumors 

The results show that an ultrashort pulse 1552-nm laser, focused beneath the epi-
dermal surface, can produce precise ablation of a tumor with minimal effects on
the surrounding healthy tissue. Initially, parametric studies were performed on an-
esthesized healthy mice to select optimal laser parameters including the pulse repe-
tition rate, time-averaged power, and scanning velocity with respect to temperature
rise and radial heat spread in tissues. Experiments were performed for different
time-averaged laser powers and repetition rates, keeping the energy/pulse constant,
and each experiment was performed at least three times for each set of laser pa-
rameters to ensure repeatability and to calculate measurement uncertainty. The skin
ablation threshold was calculated as 9.14 ± 1.43 J⋅cm–2 (Huang and Guo, 2010).
In all initial experiments, no significant ablation occurred below the time-averaged
laser power of 1.48 W and repetition rate of 500 kHz. Therefore, these laser pa-
rameters were used for all subsequent experiments.

To assess the effectiveness of ablation at subsurface locations, experiments were
performed on anesthesized normal mice by focusing the laser at 1 mm underneath
the skin surface. Histological examination of mouse skin tissue (Fig. 6) shows that
laser irradiation produces a focal lesion that does not compromise tissue external
to the lesion location (compare Fig. 6b, irradiated, with Fig. 6a, nonirradiated).
The color change of the hematoxylin and eosin stain to deep pink suggests that
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FIG. 5: Comparison between numerical model and experimental results for the surface
temperature rise as a function of time-averaged power



the lesion may be produced by thermal denaturation of collagen present in the
skin (Fig. 6b).

Application of successive laser pulses at the same spot can cause significant
thermal damage to surrounding tissue. Therefore, in order to overcome the prob-
lems associated with accumulation of successive laser energy pulses at the same
spot during laser irradiation, samples were translated within the focal plane of the
laser beam. Figure 2a shows that without lateral translation of the laser relative to
the sample (i.e., translation rate of 0.0 mm/s), a significant zone of damage was
produced in Fig. 3, the laser was focused very near the surface of the sample).
However, lateral translation of the sample at 1.0 mm/s produces a significantly
smaller zone of ablation (Fig. 7). Thus, the size of the lesion increases with in-
creasing exposure time. Figure 7 also demonstrates that the focused 1552-nm ul-
trashort pulse laser produces ablation volumes with crisp edges and little collateral
thermal damage to nontargeted adjacent tissue. After observing the effectiveness of
the focused 1552-nm laser for producing precise subsurface ablation, and demon-
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 6: Histology of freshly excised tissue from an anesthesized mouse: a) nonirradiated;
b) immediately after laser irradiation using 1552-nm ultrashort pulse laser focused beneath
the surface of the skin [reproduced from (Sajjadi et al., 2011a)]



strating the effect of scanning velocity on lesion size, experiments were performed
on anesthesized mice with mammary tumors. In order to understand the time
course of temperature effects of a subsurface-focused beam, a needle-type thermo-
couple was located approximately 2 mm from the laser focal point to measure
temperature below the surface.

An infrared camera was used to monitor temperature at the surface. Figure 8
shows that the rate of temperature increase is greater at the tumor location than at
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FIG. 7: Histological analysis of laser irradiation when the beam of 1552-nm ultrashort
pulse laser is focused at the skin surface showing that lesion size depends upon the scan-
ning rate. Scanning velocity = 1.0 mm/s [reproduced from (Sajjadi et al., 2009)]

FIG. 8: Temperature rise at the skin surface and at the subsurface tumor location in an an-
esthesized FVB/N-Tg (MMTVneu) 202 Mul/J mouse with mammary tumor. The beam of
1552-nm USP laser was focused at the subsurface tumor location (2-mm deep to the epi-
dermal surface) [reproduced from (Sajjadi et al., 2011a)]



the surface, demonstrating that the beam was tightly focused at the tumor site. Be-
cause of heat diffusion over the course of long exposure times, the temperature
gradient between the tumor location and surface was lower at longer exposure
times but over the course of this experiment, temperature was always greater at
the lesion site than at the surface (Fig. 8).

Irradiation of tumors with a subsurface-focused ultrashort pulse laser produces
results similar to those produced in normal mouse tissue (see Fig. 6). When irra-
diated in a stationary manner (scanning velocity = 0.0 mm/s), tumor tissue was ef-
fectively ablated and the epidermal surface remained intact (Fig. 9a), but the
lesion margins appear to exhibit thermal coagulation as would be expected given
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 9: Histological analysis of normal mouse tissue, and tissue from FVB/N-Tg
(MMTVneu) 202 Mul/J at the site of a subsurface tumor: a): freshly excised normal tissue
from an anesthesized mouse; b) example of a lesion in FVB/N-Tg (MMTVneu) mouse
using subsurface focused 1552-nm laser. Stimulation parameters: scanning velocity = 0.2
mm/s; repetition rate = 500 kHz; time-averaged power = 1.48 W [reproduced from (Sajjadi
et al., 2011a)]



the dramatic temperature rise that irradiation produces (see Fig. 5). However, even
at the lowest scanning velocity tested, 0.2 mm/s, ablation occurred with clean mar-
gins (Fig. 9b), suggesting that the thermal effects were minimal and ablation oc-
curred in a plasma-mediated manner. Thus, complete ablation of tumor tissue with
minimal collateral damage depends upon the dose of energy delivered at a given
location, which in turn depends upon scanning rate (i.e., the number of repetitive
pulses accumulated on the same spot). This result demonstrates that the focusing
technique can be used effectively for ablation of subsurface tumors, and optimal
scanning velocity can be utilized to produce minimal heat spread and therefore
minimal collateral damage.

5.3  Expression of Heat Shock Proteins 70 and 47 in Tissues

In order to provide another measure of the extent of thermal effects following
laser irradiation, the kinetic expression of HSP70 and HSP47 as indicators of dam-
age and healing procedure at various times following laser injury to the skin was
examined. Figure 10a shows a cross section of nonirradiated skin tissue (control),
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FIG. 10: Confocal microscopy of immunolabeled cross sections of mouse skin section im-
mediately after irradiation (time 0). DNA is labeled with DAPI (blue); HSP70 is immuno-
labeled to appear red; HSP47 is immunolabeled to appear green. Nonirradiated skin tissue
(a); laser-irradiated skin tissue (b); visible light image (c). Energy per pulse = 1.5 mJ,
pulse width = 200 ns [reproduced from (Sajjadi et al., 2013)

                                 (a)                                        (b)

(c)



and Fig. 10b shows the cross section of irradiated skin tissue labeled with DAPI
and visualized with confocal microscope immediately after irradiation. Confocal
images show that the ablated region of the skin exhibits significant autoflores-
cence. The damage to the cells in skin tissue may cause alterations in the structure
of the tissue such that the damaged region emits light across a broad range of
wavelengths under laser-scanning confocal imaging. The dark area of the lesion
visible in a phase contrast image (Fig. 10c) demonstrates thermally induced dam-
age in the tissue.

To compare the effects of short-pulse versus CW laser, we used an Nd:YAG
(1064 nm) laser capable of being operated in either CW or pulsed mode. When
this laser is set to a continuous mode, the measured average power is 4.45 W.
When the pulse duration is set to 200 ns, the measured energy per pulse is 1.5
mJ. The expression pattern of HSPs in tissue sections irradiated by CW and short-
pulse laser were compared at 24 h following laser irradiation (Fig. 11). When used
in the CW mode, the laser induced HSP47 expression over a broad area surround-
ing the lesion, in the tissue immediately surrounding the ablation crater (Figs.
11a,b), and also at distances of up to 0.6 mm away from the site of visibly obvi-
ous laser-induced damage (i.e., the damage crater). However, following short-pulse
laser irradiation, we show that HSP47 expression was observed only over a much
more restricted zone immediately surrounding the ablation crater (Figs. 11c–f).
Overall, the level of HSP47 expression appeared lower in tissue exposed to pulse
laser irradiation than in tissue exposed to CW laser irradiation.

The time course of HSP70 and HSP47 expression caused by short-pulse laser ir-
radiation was studied by assessing the distribution and intensity of HSP immuno-
labeling in tissue at 2-, 4-, 6-, 8-, and 24-h post-irradiation. At time 0, no
HSP-like immunoreactivity was observed by confocal microscopy, but at 2-h post-
irradiation, both HSP47 and HSP70 were apparent (Fig. 12a). At 2-h post-irradia-
tion, HSP70 labeling was abundant in the area immediately surrounding the lesion
(Fig. 12b), and the intensity of HSP70 apparently peak at 4-h post-irradiation, at
which time its labeling pattern is more scattered in the tissue. HSP47 shows a
similar pattern of expression, first noticeable at 2 h, rising over the course of time
to peak at 4-h post-irradiation where it is highly localized immediately adjacent to
the lesion. At 8-h post-irradiation both HSP70 and HSP47 are present surrounding
the lesion and also scattered distant from the lesion (Fig. 12c).

Finally, HSP expression was used as a tool to analyze the extent of damage in-
duced by a focused-beam short-pulse laser when it is tightly focused at a subsur-
face location. Visible light analysis at 24-h post-irradiation (Fig. 13) shows a
lesion fully contained within the dermis. The overlying epidermis was not dam-
aged; tissue was removed only at the focal point of the laser. Confocal micros-
copy shows a significant amount of HSP47 immunolabeling in the dermis and
epidermis above, lateral to, and below the obvious lesion, but very little HSP70 at
24-h post-irradiation under these conditions (Fig. 13).
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FIG. 11: Confocal microscopic visualization of immunolabeling 24 h after laser-induced
ablation. Comparison of CW and short-pulse laser-induced damage. CW laser-induced dam-
age (average power = 1.4 W, exposure time = 10 s). Multiple channel image (a) and green
channel image of laser-induced lesion using CW laser (b). Short-pulse laser-induced dam-
age (energy per pulse = 1.5 mJ, pulse width = 200 ns). Multiple channel image (c) and
green channel image of laser-induced lesion using short-pulse laser (d); enlarged images of
damage crater induced by short-pulse laser: 10× (e) and 20× (f). Green = HSP47 (scale bar
= 200 μm) [reproduced from (Sajjadi et al., 2013)]

(a)

(c)

(e)

(b)

(d)

(f)



5.4  Modeling of Plasma-Mediated Ablation

Due to the highly scattering feature of tissue, it is difficult to experimentally
measure plasma formation inside turbid tissue. Instead semitransparent pure water
was used because water is a primary content of biological tissues, occupying 60–
70% of human body weight. Figure 14 compares the simulated plasma formations
in water with the experimental observations for two different pulse energies 440
μJ and 3200 μJ, respectively. The laser pulse is 30 ps at a wavelength of 1064
nm with a constant focusing angle of 22o. The laser beam was converged to a
focal spot 4.7 μm in diameter inside the distilled water. The experimental photos
of the luminescent plasmas were taken with an open shutter in a dark room by
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(c)

FIG. 12: 3D Image of skin (thickness = 20 μm) lesion induced by short-pulse laser visu-
alized with confocal microscope. Three-dimensional images of the cross section of tissue
were reconstructed from the optical scans obtained for each sample image. Optical scans
were obtained at 1-μm intervals through a 20-μm thick tissue section. Green and red ar-
rows show the regions where HSP47 and 70 are expressed in the tissue. HSP70 and 47
are visualized at 2-h (a), 4-h (b), and 8-h (c) post-irradiation. Energy per pulse = 1.5 mJ,
pulse width = 200 ns. Red = HSP70, green = HSP47, blue = DAPI [reproduced from (Sa-
jjadi et al., 2013)]



Vogel et al. (1996). The numerical pictures are obtained by calculating the time
average of the accumulated free electrons during the breakdown period. As shown
in the figure, the formed plasma clouds predicted by the numerical model match
very well with the experimental measurements. It should be pointed out that the
plasma luminescence photos taken in the experiment might not reflect the exact
boundary of plasmas; while the critical plasma density value set in the simulation
is also an assumption.

Figure 15 shows plasma formation in water with a 300-fs pulse at a wavelength
of 580 nm. The laser has superthreshold pulse energy with a focusing angle of
16o. The focal spot size is 4.7 μm in diameter. In this case, ablation begins at t0
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                                   (a)                                   (b)

                                   (c)                                   (d)

FIG. 13: Laser irradiated skin lesion (laser beam is focused underneath the skin) 24-h
post-irradiation. Energy per pulse = 1.5 mJ, pulse width = 200 ns, green = HSP47, blue =
DAPI. 3D image (a); visible light image (b); 2× multi-channel image of the lesion (c);
4× multi-channel image of the lesion (d). Green and red arrows show the regions where
HSP47 and 70 are expressed in the tissue (scale bar = 200 μm) [reproduced from (Sajjadi
et al., 2013)] 
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FIG. 14: Comparison of the formed plasma shapes between modeling and experimental
photos in Vogel et al. (1996) for ablation in water with a 30-ps pulse at a wavelength of
1064 nm: a) plasma formed at a pulse energy of 440 μJ; b) plasma formed at a pulse en-
ergy of 3200 μJ. The laser is incident from the right. The bar represents a length of 100
μm [reproduced from (Jiao and Guo, 2011)]

FIG. 15: Free electron distributions at various time instants in water induced by a 300-fs
pulse (λ = 580 nm, θR = 16o, σap = 360 cm–1. The light is incident from the right) [re-
drawn from (Jiao and Guo, 2011)]



= 0.6tp in an upstream location, z = 113 μm. This location is behind the pulse
peak location (z = 1.4ctp = 95 μm) because of the delay existed between ava-
lanche ionization and multiphoton ionization. It is very clear that the ablation front
moves towards the focus and finally exceeds the focus at time instants t∗ = 2.5tp
and t∗ = 3.0tp. This is in contrast with the behavior of the 30-ps laser ablation
where ablation front develops from the focus towards the incoming laser. It is also
observed that the plasma cloud expands in the time period from t∗ = 0 to 2.5tp,
and then shrinks.

5.5  Crater Formation during the Plasma-Mediated Ablation

The ablation of material forms craters along the ablated pathway. Since soft tissue
is deformable, it is not easy to determine its crater shape. To demonstrate crater
formation, we used corundum as an example. The electron cooling time and lattice
heating time for metals are reported as 1 ps and 100 ps, respectively (Nolte et al.,
1997). For extremely short pulses, the pulse widths are much shorter than the
electron cooling time and lattice heating time. The effects of electron–lattice cou-
pling and heat diffusion could be negligible during the short pulse duration. Con-
sequently, the local absorbed laser irradiance could be determined as

ΔEl(r, z)  =  ∫ 
0

td

∇ ⋅ qrad (r, z, t)dt (11)

In the calculation of the crater shape, the materials were assumed ablated only
after they absorbed enough laser energy to evaporate. The minimum energy re-
quired to evaporate the material is estimated as

ΔEe  =  Cp(Tm − T0) + ΔHm + Cp(Tv − Tm) + ΔHv , (12)

where Cp is the specific heat. The room temperature T0 = 298 K is the initial
temperature of the material; Tm and Tv are the melting and boiling points, respec-
tively; ΔHm and ΔHv are the latent heat of melting and vaporization, respectively.
Significant evaporation occurs when ΔEl(r, z) becomes larger than ΔEe.

Figure 16 plots the crater profile ablated by laser fluence F = 5.5 J/cm2 at λ =
800 nm in corundum (Jiao, 2011). The solid line represents the experimentally
measured crater profile by Guizard et al. (2002). The dashed line stands for the
crater profile predicted by the numerical model. Since the pulse width, tp = 58 fs,
is much shorter than the lattice heating time (~100 ps), the accumulated laser en-
ergy stored in the plasma is directly transferred to lattice without thermal diffusion.
The rapid temperature rise in the lattice leads to the occurrence of evaporation. The
onset of evaporation occurring is determined by Eq. (12). As illustrated in the fig-
ure, the crater shape predicted by the numerical model generally match very well
with the experimental measurement in the literature. The deviation between the ex-
perimental measurement and numerical predictions on the corundum surface may
be due to: firstly, the impurities existing on the corundum surface may facilitate
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the generation of the initial electrons and thus largely reduce the ablation thresh-
old. Secondly, the plasma-mediated ablation is always associated with mechanical
effects, e.g., shock wave generation.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this manuscript, a review of common existing thermal analysis techniques is
presented. A minimally invasive technique for ablating subsurface tumors through
the use of a converging beam from an ultrashort pulsed laser focused at the tumor
location is presented. Studying the characteristics of ablated region is presented
using histological, immunohistochemical, and mathematical techniques. It is shown
that focusing the beam from an ultrashort pulse laser directly at the tumor site re-
sults in precise, clean ablation without significantly affecting the surrounding epi-
dermal and dermal layers.

Analysis of the distribution and time course of appearance of heat shock pro-
teins provides a valuable means to understand the spatial and temporal effects of
laser irradiation on tissue processes of tissue destruction and healing. The results
presented here indicate that following laser irradiation of mouse skin, HSP70 de-
fines biochemically the thermal damage zone in which cells are targeted for de-
struction, and HSP47 indicates a zone of sublethal thermal stress and may define
the time course of wound healing. Finally, the expression of HSPs, particularly
HSP47, on all sides of subsurface lesions produced with a focused-beam laser pro-
vide new evidence that focused lasers can produce precise subsurface lesions.
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FIG. 16: Crater profile ablated in corundum by a pulse of tp = 58 fs at F = 5.5 J/cm2 at
λ = 800 nm and comparison with the experimental results of (Jiao, 2011) [reproduced from
(Jiao, 2011)]
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